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November 17th 2015:Paris Will Happen Here: Say No To ISIS
'Refugees'
If migrants hadn't been allowed to swarm Europe, the Paris
terrorist attacks might never have happened, or at least they
could have been lessened or delayed while authorities got a
better handle on the plot in formation. Yet, despite the ongoing
overrun of Europe with migrants - amongst whom terrorists
are hiding - Obama is putting out more welcome mats for over
10,000 Syrian 'refugees' to enter the U.S. The more ISIS
terrorists who come to our shores in sheep's clothing, the
closer we are to a Paris attack. Today's guest, Dan Perkins, is
a foreign policy contributing writer, terror analyst an
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Featured Guest
Dan Perkins
Dan Perkins is a foreign policy contributor to DailySurge.com and TheHill.com. Perkins
is a master writer, terror analyst and author of The Brotherhood of the Red Nile Trilogy,
which centers around Islamic nuclear terrorism against the USA. The first book in his
trilogy, A Terrorist Perspective, has propelled him to national acclaim with interviews on
radio, television and in-print. The second installment, America Rebuilds, picks up
where book one ends. Book two delivers more intrigue and mystery while striking terror
in the hearts of readers as we ask the question: How in the world can we stop this from
happening?
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